
INSTRUCTION

EOS Aqua Paper Craft Model final appearance

(10 inch)

Thank you for your interest to the EOS Aqua 
1/50 scale paper craft model. This model 
reproduces very details of the EOS Aqua 
satellite. The final apearance of the model is 
like the picture at the middle bottom of this 
instruction. PDF files for these paper craft 
model sheets can be downloaded from 
NASDA web site (http://www.nasda.go.jp). 
Please enjoy!

* Not recommended for kids below ten years 
   old. 

This paper craft model consists of nine sheets 
of paper including this instruction. Four of 
them (No.1-4) are for satellite parts, other 
four (No. 5-8) are for are for display stand, 
and the last one is this instruction.
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To Construct

* Required Tools
   scissors, cutter knife, ruler, pincette,
  glue (liquid glue and spray glue), teeth pick, 
  black felt pen
* Necessary Material
   - banboo or barsa spit (10 inch / 25cm long,
     not necessarily exact)
  If downloaded via internet:
   - Four thick A4 print paper (or US letter)
     for No. 5-8.
   - One medium thick A4 paper for No. 2.
   - Four thin A4 print paper for the rest.
* Note
 Construction this paper craft model requires
 very delicate cutting of the sheets, usage of
 designing cutter is highly recommended.

- Fundamentally, solid black lines at the
  border of parts are to cut and the dashed
  lines are to fold.
- Red dots indicate the place for glue.
- Red asterisks indicate the area to cut off.
- Check the numbers in circle (like ①) very
  carefully to glue two or  more parts of the
  model.

A few Advices
* Before cutting small parts apart, slide
   non-blade side of the cutter on the fold
   lines, which helps the better results.
* Too much glue causes wrinkles.
* For gluing  small parts, use teeth pick to
   control amount of glue.  Usage of pincette
   helps tight gluing.

Paint spit in black with a felt pen for the better appearance


